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those who pour inadequate information of the occult broad
cast is very great; it is very much as though aconitine or
some such drug should be distributed heedlessly among the
people to do with it what they will.

We are glad to find that Mrs. Besant also recognises
the danger of approaching the Unseen without sufficient pre
The “Christian World/’ speaking of Mr. Stead’s paration. In “ Lucifer,”she says of Mr. Stead’s venture:—
Mr. Stead has taken a bold step in his issue of “Borderland,”
•‘Borderland,” says:—

NOTES BY THE WAY.

Th.it Mr. Stead has been powerfully moved in tho direction
be is now taking by his own recent experiences is not to be
wadered at. He details these in an article entitled, “My
Experience in Automatic Writing.” The most remarkable of
tkm is, perhaps, the story about Mr. John Morley’s Newcastle
dwtioa contest. On his way to the North for the bye-election
dAugust last Mr. Morley called at Mowbray House and pre
ssed that he should be beaten. Mr. Stead held that he would
st in by the skin of his teeth. Immediately after Mr. Morley's
iparture Mr. Stead took up his pen to inquire about Newcastle
ten his familiar. His spook, “Julia,” wrote that tho Secre
cy iur Ireland would have a majority of about 1,400. The
stall majority was 1,739. “Julia explained that more people
teed thin she expected. If stories of this kind become current
nrnay predict that the greatest rush into Spiritualism will be
fest the circles of the Turf and the Stock Exchange. Mr. Stead
ahis preface insists that there is no money in spooks, but a tip
tea “Julia” on the eve of the Derby will to some of these
potty appear likely to have a good deal of money in it.

The “ Christian World ” has hit the dangerous spot;
r.-i has more than hinted at one of the reasons why the
wning we presumed to utter some months ago was made.
The spread of a superficial knowledge may become very
pat, but it may, alas! be the spread of a very debasing
howledge. The “ Christian World ” goes on :—
There is no doubt that in his new departure Mr. Stead has
sight a rising tide. Occultism is the new European fashion,
‘hris,” we leant from a paper by Napoleon Ney, “is the
ten of an occult agitation participated in by thousands of
li-pts, belonging principally to the intellectual classes. In
fieir secret meetings the adepts, cabalists, Spiritualists,
Thosophists, produce phenomena which the ancients would
teve called prodigies or miracles.” And tho movement is
•pruding everywhere. We regard it, and the position Mr.
'ttail is now taking with reference to it, with mixed feelings.
Kbile sympathising with his purpose, and appreciating to the
fell the courage, enterprise, and ability which he is bringing
V/this work as to everything else he touches, wc are in great
feabt as to the utility, or even safety, of his newly-proprinded methods. We have beforetime in these columns
•xpressed the conviction that the phenomena in question are
Isjitimate subjects of investigation. But we have been careful
!»add the opinion which we, in common with a large number
'I his most influential correspondents now reiterate, that the
'lhject is one for trained minds only to deal with, and that to
'hrow it open indiscriminately to the public, as “ Borderland ”
'‘sms to propose, will open the door to every kind of delusion,
’JI a-id enormously to the victims of hysteria and nervous
hwrdera, and will render necessary the speedy erection of
■’pplernentary lunatic asylums.

"’ehope the “supplementary lunatic asylums ” will not
*wce.wy, but the responsibility resting on the heads of

the first number of which will reach the public simultaneously
with this number of “Lucifer.” He declares that his experi
ence has convinced him that “ there is a great deal more in
so-called occult studies than the public has any conception of.”
This is the unvarying testimony of those who investigate for
themselves, but none the less will those who have never investi
gated at all put their ignorance in support of vehement denial
of the possibility of occult phenomena. Mr. Stead A forming
circles of students for systematic study of occult phenomena,
such as are on the “borderland” of Occultism. As the race
evolves much that is now borderland will become recognised
inhabited country, but one may venture a hope that these eager
pioneers, invading the astral realms without chart or guide, will
not leave too many of their number lost in that dangerous land.
They are taking up the study without any of the rules for
personal guidance in conduct that have hitherto from time imme
morial served as conditions for occult training, and with the
meat-eating and wine-drinking habits of the mass of English
men and women new perils will surround the experimenters.

Nor was it to be expected that so vivacious a journalist
as Mr. T. P. O’Connor would remain silent. So we get this
in the “ Weekly Sun ” :—
What between Mr. Stead, Mr. Meyers (sic), the Psychical
Research Society, the “ Palmist,” “Lucifer,” “Borderland,”
Mrs. Besant and the Theosophists, or Esoteric Buddhists,
the science of “Occultism” is beginning to look up ; and the
poor ghosts, or spooks, as is now the fashion to call them, are
evidently in for a brisk and anxious time. Surely Mr. Stead’s
“ Borderland ” is a phenomenon in itself. A quarterly review,
devoted entirely to the hunt for the spook, is such a portent as
we have not seen in England since King James published his
tractate on the sure method of discovering witches. And now
Mr. Stead himself has become, in his own person, an object
of psychical research. There has arrived to him from the world
of the unseen, one “Julia,” a familiar spirit, who reveals to
him all sorts of things about other people's business, and,
apparently, dictates a good many of his articles. The Psychical
Research Society, greatly excited by this fact, has taken to in
vestigating Mr. Stead as if he were a sort of Cock-lane ghost,
bringing all the solemn machinery of the society to bear upon
the task, the versatile journalist submitting to the process with
tho utmost complacency. An expectant world will await tho
result, which is probably to be published in the next issue of
“ Borderland.” What the upshot of all this occultry will be it
is hard to foresee. Professor Geikie is “inclined to fear that
the publication of ‘ Borderland ’ may tend to increase the
population of our lunatic asylums.” This, however, sounds too
much like the voice of brutal common-sense, which is inclined
to become tyrannical if too much thwarted. It may be as well
for Mr. Stead, Mr. Myers, and the rest, that men like Professor
Geikie are not wieldors of despotic power in theso countries, or
we might see them all sent to the stake as soon as it occurred
to these rulers that psychical research was in danger of reaching
the proportion of a public nuisance.
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PALMISTRY AND THE POLICE^
Undorail this would-bo jocularity, thorn is a substratum
of truth. “ Common-sonso” (which is tho term used by
Tho following remarks appear in tho current nun.L
ignorant people for connoting their ignorance) is sure to
tho “Palmist” :—
r,,l
take the alarm, and fear will help ignorance in the opposition
Tho statement mado by tho Home Secretary tho other
to tho broadcast sowing of a weak-kneed Occultism. How
in tlm House of Commons on the subjoct of palmistry wj|| ?
groat tho ignorance is, is shown in the association of Mr. is to bo hoped, ease the consciences of such of Her Maiest'J
Myers with Mr. Stead and Mrs. Besant. in that spook
lieges who had doubts and scruples on the question of thel»» >
hunting which so amuses tho Editor of tho “ Weekly Sun,” fulness of the pnictico of tho science. Having the dir^
who, however, does not hesitate to publish and largely statement of Mr. Asquith that the mere practice of palmist,,
advertise the life-story of one of the triad. Nor is Mr. is not in itself illegal, it becomes necessary for those who desis
O’Connor much less exercised about Mr. Andrew Lang, to put a stop to this harmless and useful scientific pursuit, J
...............................................
....
'
who, dedicating to Mr. R. L. Stevenson a new book of his prove against the palmists that they commit the offence,,,'
endeavouring to impose. This, no doubt, will put a
-when Is there not it new book of Mr. Lang’s?—a book in
obstacle in the way of the narrow-minded, prejudiced, and old.
which the “good people" figure, says :—
fashioned people who always wish to persecute and aholid
To speak the truth, I tak’na shame
To half believe them.

Another Saul among the prophets ! Where will it end ?
Suggestions have been made that a debate between some
leading Theosophist and Spiritualist might be useful. We
doubt very much tho value of such exhibitions, except to
the proprietors of St. James’s Hall. If we mistake not,
moreover, Mrs. Besant has been offered the opportunity,
which she refused to accept.

WITCH BURNING IN FRANCE.
We quote the following from the “ Review of Reviews ”
for J ulv 15th :—
In his second article on the “ Witchcraft Trials of the
Seventeenth Century ” in the “ Nouvelle Revue,” M. Delacroix,
although writiug from a sceptical point of view, and with
apparently no belief in the marvels he himself admits to have
been widely believed and vouched for by credible witnesses,
gives an interesting addition to the history of mediaeval Spirit
ualism. Not only the credulous and the ignorant, but some of
the most noted scientific and medical authorities of the seven
teenth century evidently took the spirits «u grand serieux ;
notably Felix Blater, who for more than fifty years was
known as a Swiss Prince of Science, made an exhaustive
inquiry into the subject, and finally acknowledged that there
was no doubt that evil and other spirits might take posses
sion of a human being.
Daniel Senart, a medical professor
of Wittenburg, also recognised that those possessed by spirits
acquired the power of caking aerial excursions, in what
Spiritualists of to-day would call their astral bodies. As for
the magistrates, they never doubted at all the power of
•pirits or the existenco of sorcery.
De Thou, the wellknown mediteval historian, was a firm believer in astrology.
Nicolaa, who seems to have been the first writer to utter
* protest against torture, declared that to deny the existence
©f sorcerers was a sure mark of ignorance. Many judges were
afraid of condemning witches for fear of the result to them, selves; but a councillor reassured them by observing that
M nothing can happen without the will of God; against His
justice the sorcerer can do nothing ; neither can the little devils
’ who are their masters."
M. Delacroix gives a striking account of Pierre do Lanert, a
councillor of the Bordeaux Parliament, who was sent by the
authorities to judge a number of demoniacs in the Labourd dis
trict ; by Ma order tivu hundred of these poor creatures were
burned t<> death, and hu wrote on the subject of demoniac
poasas-sion two important works, which gavo him quite a reputa
tion in the literary world of that day. And yet this Lanert,
points out the writer in tho “ A'ourellc Jicvue," who evidently
bolioved the extraordinary confessions made him by his victims,
was “ a man of the world, a laborious lawyer, a distinguished
writer, whoso eloquent and easy style often rose to grandeur,
and who was so far in advance of his century that in one of his
works, tho ‘ Livre des Princes,'ho was not afraid to say that
the law was greater than tho King."
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anything the meaning of which is beyond their limited unde >1
standing, and who have neither the desire nor the patiencev, a
ondoavour to get to the bottom of the subject nor to compc. of
bend the meaning of all that which they would fain see drive, ti
from tho face of the earth.
For our own selves, th oi
Chirological Society has never had any fears of ti>. P
terrors of tho law ; we have never had anything t; O'
do with fortune-telling and such like humbug ; our objectsani
attainments have always been most clearly and straightforward)
expressed, and we do not cultivate any absurd mystery. If »< or
are obliged still to use the old word Palmistry for the ne; »
science, it is only because we cannot as yet get the world u
understand what is meant by chirology, and it is always ditW I'
if not impossible to change a name, when we are not tb- b
originators of the subject, but only followers, and let us hope, b
improvers of that which has preceded us during the last twenijj,
years. This is about the time since palmistry left off beins f
merely the handmaiden of astrology and properly set up a s
establishment of her own.
d
It seems to us curious that our contemporaries cannot unde- (,
stand the meaning and application of the law of the 24th a b
Victoria. They are always crying out that it is a shame id tl
unfair that the gipsy fortune-tellers are occasionally taken to tin (I
police-court for what they imagine to be the same offence u g
that committed by the usual run of Bond-street polmisi f
They fail altogether to see that the Act was passed for let j
protection of the poor from imposture, not the rich, whom ,
perfectly well able to take care of themselves. For ourselves' j
we do not practise among the poor, except voluntarily for th
purposes of experience. If our work had been a masse:
imposture, it would never have stood the incredulous and
sometimes hostile criticism of the best minds and most culti
vated intellects of the world for seven years. It would have
died out in ignominious disgrace in two or three mouths.:
There is no need for a law to protect the cultivated intelligence!
of the two worlds in which we hold our own.
There is an example of what we mean in the conduct of the
police towards the word competitions as shown in some news
papers lately. This had been going on for some time in i
quiet way until suddenly it grew to a mad craze, and it w
not until tho peoplo began to rob each other and steal money
to pay the entrance fees and do other wrong things, that the
police found out it came under the Lottery Act and stopped it
accordingly. Thus the laws are enacted for the protection of
the poor and ignorant, and it is not until these are attacked
that action is taken in matters of this kind. This, I take it, is
the standpoint taken up by the authorities, and their view d
the affair. Of course, as we said before, this has nothing to A'
with the Chirological Society’s work, but it is, perhaps, as well
to put a plausible explanation before those of our contem
poraries who keep clamouring with a foolish and would-b)
democratic and sentimental pose on behalf of an absurdly in
vented oppression of the always honest poor by the always dis
honest rich.

The greatest results in life are usually attained by simpk
means, and the exercise of ordinary qualities. The commonlif*
of every day, with its cares, necessities, and duties, afford
ample opportunity for acquiring experience of the best kind'1
and its most beaten paths provido the true worker with ata’1'
dant scope for effort and room for self-improvement 'B1*
E. L. C." sends tho following : “Numbers : Their Occult great high road of human welfare lies along the old highway
Power and Mystic Virtues.” By W. Wynn Westcote, 4s. steadfast well-doing, and they who are the most persistent
Published at 7, Duke-street, Adelphi, W.C., is probably a work in the truest spirit will invariably be the most success^
translation of Heilenbach's work, wanted by “ C.C.M,”
>—Samuel Smiles.

July 29, 189S.j
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thoughts and what aro impressions from others, each man's brain
being apparently a musical instrument, on which sometimes tho
Mr. F. W. Thurston, whose contributions to tho owner plays, and sometimes hisco-spirits, if I may use the term.
..fheosophist. ” wo have more than once found valuable,
Whether Mr. Thurston intends to combat this theory
commenced some papers in that journal with tho above
or not, wo do not know, but lie has put the. muse pretty
liile. He speaks with some confusion of Spiritualism as
concisely.
lie outcome of Mesmerism :—
, These went further than the mesmerists, in believing that
RECORDS OF PRIVATE SEANCES.
ihe*' abnormal states may bo induced by’ other means than
FROM
NOTES
TAKEN AT THE TIME OF EACH SITTING.
and suggestions, viz., by sitting in circles, and consequent
^ekpment of mediumship, and, as their mediums persisted
No. LXIV.
*5,'| mesmerised clairvoyants in maintaining that they saw and
jjinl othor invisible beings, tho Spiritualist camp maintained
From the Recoiidh oe Mils. S.
5^1 tta existence of these beings as a fact, and then went beyond
“fii- |j,t mesmerists in affirming that a susceptible subject
November 28th, 1877.—Wo Bat alone this evening, but the
‘H, bo mesmerised not only by living incarnated operators, but seance was very disturbed. We wcro told many spirits bad
Jw by these unseen beings, provided these unseen beings have followed tho medium from the churchyard where he had been in
!Csq attain conditions allowed them, viz., tranquillity or passivity the day-time, attending the funoral of a relative. Scent was
JIJti.l if the minds of all present, absenco of disturbing influences in most abundant, many strange raps were heard, and different
dtitf lie ether, like strong light, the presence of harmonious vibration sounds were made by tho ghostly visitors our medium had
s,
the air as caused by music, perfumes, and incense—and tho attracted from the churchyard. Both Mentor and Kabbila
>f th presence of the bodily emanations (or magnetism) of certain manifested, and a stone belonging to Mr. S. M. was brought to
ethers in the circle.
him ; it had been taken from him on his birthday.
Decembor 9th.—This evening Mr. Percival joined the circle.
After this Mr. Thurston continues :—
Scent
and raps came very freely. Dr. S.’s father manifested
Once admit this possibility as a fact, and nearly every case
of augury becomes easily explained. The unseen spirits can for the first time; he was described as standing near his son. A
automatically move the mediumistic fingers to draw, the tongue gold cross and a turquoise were brought for Mr. Percival, who
jmI lips to give utterances, the hand to draw a card or a lot ; was on the eve of departure for Greece.
Imperator controlled, and said We have brought our friend
and if a man’s movements, why not also, a fortiori, a bird’s, a
beast’s? They can make a bird to fly across your path or a a cross from the medium’s store, and it is charged with our
teas: to howl. But the Spiritualists do more than this. They power, and it will be of great service to him. It is a talisman
fare definitely decided that these unseen intelligences are those filled with remedial and protective power. Faith in such objects
jf human spirits disincamated, not necessarily dead, possibly is not absolutely necessary, but it adds to their power and
severed, in the form of a spirit-body or “ double,” from the efficacy. Now we must leave, as we only came to wish our friend
fall, temporarily, by a trance, abstraction, or deep slumber— ‘ God speed.’ Farewell.”
January 12th, 1878.—After a month’s absence the circle
; unde tat still human. This theory—if it can only once be accepted
2A( bran inquiring mind through some personal experience—will met this evening. Much scent was brought, and many pearl
.met throw another flood of clear light on the augural practices of beads ; we had also direct spirit writing. Imperator controlled
n b®, the ancient Etruscans and Romans, and indeed of all the and offered the following prayer: “Thou Great Spirit who
ewes femiticand Indo-European nations. If these beings are human knowest our necessities, and readest our thoughts, in Thine
aims they would naturally continue to take an interest in their hands we place ourselves. For us who have progressed, and
lor ti tecendants, especially if these descendants kept up the old for these Thy children our supplication is, mercy, mercy, for all
wtas g>irit that animated them, and, if these beings had a wider our shortcomings, and help in all our difficulties. 0 God, help
ursta purview of the environment, it was worth while to consult their us now and evermore. Amen.”
■for fit,kj idrice; hence every Roman family and Gens consulted the
“ We have that to say to you suitable to your wants. The
massefl spirits of its ancestors ; and the nation, going to war, did the objects we had in view are now being accomplished, the founda
>US
sime. When experience taught the diviners that these beings tion is laid, and the superstructure will come in time. Your
>t ar add influence movements of muscles and thoughts automatically spirit guides are ever ready to extend the helping hand to all
id tej rations codes were devised by which these spirits could com- who seek for it. Our work is not bounded, and we have the
nootb mate their ideas, and, as long as parties on both sides were good of humanity in view. Your sojourn in the world is your
UigaJ wire of these codes, communication between the two worlds school time and fixes your future state. You have no know
could be easily kept up. There is, perhaps, no reason in itself ledge of the forces that are at work. The fight between good and
t of th vjyaraven should be a sign of ill-fortune; but let it be settled evil has been going on with us, and the adversaries are let loose.
i nen bythe code that a raven croaking under special strange circum- There are evil spirits, but no devil, as the Church has taught.
tie in' wr.ees means disaster, and a white swan means prosperity,
“ There is much in the future which will try our resources, but
it B| nd an e3gle something else,and that numbers mean something, with us the fight is nearly over ; when fought out in your world,
nd the direction something, then friends in the unseen world then will come a time of rest and peace. We speak words of
hat 10 wold communicate as the operator in the Morse code of woe and tell of difficulties, but the spiritual landscape shall be
ppei > telegraphy does when the receiver knows that a short stroke illuminated, and at evening time there shall be light."
:ti«d
ue ■■ anj a jon„ one ineans “ ?.’’
January 19th.—The home circle met again this evening.
ttaci"*
;n the same way with throwing the staff, dreams, consult Two pearls were brought for Charlton. There was much scent
ed,' ing of cards ; prophecy by means of them requires the posses- in the room, both dry and wet verbena. By request our hand
Mentor, Kabbila, Rector,
v’e’ * fien of a mutual code, be the understanding what it may, and kerchiefs were saturated with it.
There was also direct spirit
>10"j differing possibly among different people ; but, given the code, and Catharine rapped freely.
as”1 tad a person whose muscles or movements maybe influenced, writing given to R. on a piece of paper she had signed before
tout*1* | unj the explanation and reasonableness of the practice is easily sitting down.
The Baron rapped on the floor, making a sound as of a
oiA’I i^n gere may he also an explanation of the practice called
Horary Astrology, of deciding on a course of action by casting a wooden leg; he answered questions and gave messages. Dr. S.’s
jys
figure of the heavens for the precise moment when the thought father rapped incoherently. Mentor and Imperator controlled,
fat presented itself, or the event that started the proposal answering questions. Imperator said : “ The state of the world
. 'tcurred. If we have an established code, understood by certain was bad, and would be worse, as there would be much social,
5'3^
of the spirit-world, that a certain position of a planet moral, political, and theological disturbance, the throes of a new
no’^. deans encouragement and another means warning, we can birth, and they always accompanied a fresh revelation of truth.
advised by unseen friends, who have only to wait for a The world was in a state of anxiety and the people in it were
5 V |trUui [aoment b‘me an(l b',en to PromPt the thought in our too much engaged in material things connected with their
1,4111 to cast a figure. They could also, of course, just as bodies. They prided themselves upon being practical, and
’l<
'lromPt a feelW <lirectly of success or danger within our when they did think of spiritual things they occupied them■it
h?1'anJ t!ley d° so> Per^aps ; only we are apt to think such. selves with curious questionings, instead of receiving the most
’’Wings to bo the promptings of ourselves. It is difficult toi glorious truth that had come to the world Bince the days of
I according to the Spiritualist’s theory—what are our ownI I John the Baptist and the Christ.”
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LIGHT.

taW as to publish prematurely his discoveries in bacteriology,
besides, the great Berlin experimentalist trod his own
ground when he did so—ground familiar to him by constant
snd patient investigation. Signor Lombroso might havo even
remembered that a scientific man could follow with safety the
course adopted by the London “ Psychical Research Society,"
which, aftor years of investigation, has not yet soon fit to
formulate a definite theory on the subject,but patiently keep on
gathering their facts together so that the area of their observa
tions and experiments may be widened to its utmost.

“POSSIBLE CONDITIONS OF THE FUTURE LIFE.”
The Rev. M. J. Savage is always interesting, so the
following which appears in the “ Religio-Philosophical
Journal,” will be welcome to the readers of “ Light.” We
have not seen the sermon to which reference is made, so
simply give the “ Religio-Philosophical Journal’s ” account
of it. The crudity of the observations is very striking :—
Rev. Minot J. Savage preached a sermon last April on
“Possible Conditions of the Future Life,” in which, with his
characteristic vigour, he advanced some views in the line of
Spiritualism and of interest to Spiritualists generally. He
raised the questions : Where are the friends that we have
“lost ” 1 What kind of lives are they leading ? What are they
doing ? Do they remember us ? Are they interested in our
personal experiences, our joys and sorrows 1 Are they able to
help us 1 Is their happiness destroyed by knowing that we are
not happy ? Some, he remarked, in trying to answer the first
question, have placed heaven or hell on this planet or star, or
that. People have tried to think of some particular star, like
Alcyone, that might be the centre of the universe and the heaven
where the beatific vision might be attained. In his sermon, a
printed copy of which is before us, Mr. Savage points out the
fallacy of this. He says that he does not believe that our
friends start on a journey which it takes them a thousand years
to make before they get anywhere after they die. There is no
reison to believe that they go away very far- from this lovely old
earth of ours. He quotes Milton :
Millions of spiritual beings walk the earth
Unseen, both when we wake and when we sleep.
He thinks that the spirit world wraps this planet of ours
around like an atmosphere. Our friends are probably close
beside us, or at least so near that they can come whenever they
will. He is indisposed to dogmatise on this subject, but this
seems reasonable to him. Why do we not see them ? A
thousand things exist that we do not see. It is but the smallest
fragment of the reality of things that we ever see or hear.
There must be a certain definite relation between the vibrations
of the ether and the structure of the eye to enable one to see any
particular thing. These vibrations may be so rapid or they may
be so slow that we cannot see. The sun does not go out when
we wink. The microscope on the one hand and the telescope
on the other ought to teach us that but a little tiny fragment of
the universe is visible to us.
Mr. Savage does not refer to the fourth dimension of
space a3 heing a possible explanation of the invisibility of
spirits, but as a speculation this is allowable and is here
suggested. In regard to the future condition of spirits,
Mr. Savage does not think that the person who dies an ordinary
individual is at once either an angel or a devil. He thinks ho
is subject to change as he is here. Mr. Savage says people have
said to him over and over again that they could not for a moment
believe that their friends were near enough to know what was
going on here, because it would be impossible for them in that
case to be happy. In reply to this, he says that he should have
very little respect for one of his friends, if he thought he would
prefer to be away off somewhere out of sight rather than be
near and to sympathise and help. He does not, he says, want
when he dies to go off into some Eden or palace and be sur
rounded with a nameless kind of bliss, never to know what his
friends are going through here that he has left behind. He
would rather be able to walk by their side, to know about them,
to see what they are bearing, even if he could not help them,
than be away oft’, with the thought that he could never hear
from them and never could gain a glimpse as to what
they wore doing or how they were getting on. Mr. Savage
urges that this life is only the beginning, a schooltime, from which we graduate into eternal conditions, and if a
friend has gone up into that life, and is able from a higher
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levol to look back and survey the experiences that we are going
through, it seems only natural that he should estimate aright
our sorrows and sufferings, and knowing that they are tem
porary and educational in their tendency, ho would not feel so
bad at seoing our suffering as those with a narrower range of
thought. Such a one sous the conditions and experiences which
aro needful to fit us for what is coming. Mr. Savage says, “If
I have any friends in the othor world who uro selfish enough to
want to go off in a corner without any regard to the experiences
I am passing through, I am perfectly willing that heaven should
bo destroyed. This sooms to me irrational and puerile, this
kind of conception of our friends and the other life." Mr.
Savage holds that tho montal soul-faculties aro untouched by
tho experience called death, that these fac Itics develope
a thousand, a million fold, as the ages go on, and find
employment in scienco, art, philosophy, literature, music, in all
those directions in which wo have begun to train ourselves here.
The civilisation here moans but little compared with the possible,
growing world, embracing civilisation of men and women who
have passed through this life and entered upon the higher and
grander life of the spirit.
Mr. .Savage is deeply imbued with the idea that this life is
simply a preparatory stage, that beyond there is opportunity for
endless study and advance, that wc shall find ourselves weak,
helploss, in acute sorrow, according as we have lived and trained
ourselves in the culture of mind and heart and soul here. The
selfish man has the germ of generosity in him, but it takes time
to bring it up and make it grow; but one great contrast between
the hope as presented by Mr. Savage and that of the earlier
faiths is, that he believes there is no dead line over which the
soul cannot cross, but that there is a possibility of everyone
working out his own salvation by his thinking and feeling, by
his deeds and works, by his entire life. High or low, good or
bad, we are making ourselves and fixing the conditions of the
next stage of being.
THE SOUND OF A SUNBEAM.

One of the most wonderful discoveries in science that have
been made within the last year or two is the fact that a beam
of light produces sound. According to Milling, a beam of sun
light is thrown through a lens on a glass vessel that contains
lampblack, coloured silk or worsted, or other substances. A
disc, having slits or openings cut in it, is made to revolve
swiftly in this beam of light so as to cut it up, thus making
alternate flashes of light and shadow. On putting the ear to the
glass vessel,strange sounds are heard so long as the flashing beam
is falling on the vessel. Recently a more wonderful discovery
has been made. A beam of sunlight is caused to pass through a
prism, so as to produce what is called the solar spectrum or rain
bow. The disc is turned and the coloured light of the rainbow
is made to break through it.
Now place the ear to the
vessel containing the silk, wool or other material. As the
coloured lights of the spectrum fall upon it, sounds will be
given by different parts of the spectrum and there will be
silence in other parts. For instance, if the vessel coutains red
worsted, and the green light flashes upon it, loud sounds will be
given. Only feeble sounds will be heard if the red and bluo
parts of the rainbow fall upon the vessel, and other colours
make no sound at all. Green silk gives sound best in red light.
Every kind of material gives more or less sound in different
coloursand utters no sound in others.—“Electrical Review,"
New York, July 1st.
[This seems to require corroboration. Even if true it does not
follow that we have the sound of a sunbeam. Such pseudopoetic expressions are very misleading. We all remember
how Sir W. Thomson (Lord Kelvin) took a pound of energy
from Paris to Glasgow !—Ed. “ Light."]
,
MR. C. PFOUNDES.

We have received a letter from Mr. Pfoundes, who is lectur
ing on Buddhism in Japan. He speaks hopefully of his mission,
but does not paint the Christianity of Young Japan in rose
coloured tints,though in the Far East there is setting in a strong
reaction against tho gross materialism which has infested the
East as well as the West. Of the Buddhists Mr. Pfoundes
speaks in tho highest praise. Of the mission schools generally
we have the usual deplorable tide. The pupils are alive to the
advantages of education, and go to the schools, but in after life
give up their temporary beliefs. Mr. Pfoundes was in Kisto
when he wrote.
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LIGHT.

the worthy lady founder of the school over stopped to reduce
her foundation principles to the form of a syllogism. It is proearned not, for otherwise their intense, monumental, and
aggressive absurdity would havo become as apparent to hor as
it is to others.
Mr. Hudson then favours us with tho syllogism:—
Matter has no existence. Our bodies aro composed of
matter. Therefore our bodies havo no oxistenco.
Now, Mr. Hudson does not see that the minor premise
is his own. The assertion that matter has no existence
precludes the assertion contained in the minor premise.
Of course if the minor premise be allowed the absurdity
would be monumental, but those who say that “ matter ” is
only a presentment of “ spirit,” are not likely to bo so
patently idiotic as to deny its existence as matter, and then
immediately to assert of something that it is composed of
matter. Mr. Hudson’s pretty syllogism is, therefore, of no
value, and it is he rather than the Christian Scientists who
is guilty of an “ intense, monumental, and aggressive
absurdity,” an absurdity which is heightened by the
meretricious cleverness of the remark : “ It follows, of
oourse, that disease cannot exist in a non-existent body.”
That because matter is in itself unreal our bodies are,
therefore, also unreal, is only evidence that Mr. Hudson
does not understand the meaning of the word “ real.”
This method of Mr. Hudson’s, namely, putting the
arguments he is supposed to use into a syllogistic form, is a
favourite one of his, and shows how well he himself under
stands the art of suggestion. The syllogism looks so well,
and seems so admirably to round off the argument that the
inconsiderate reader forgets to question the premises, which
are generally merely assertions of the writer’s own opinions.
We now come to this psychologist’s investigation of the
phenomena of “ Spiritism.” And here, being quite unable to
account for the physical phenomena, Mr Hudson boldly
assumes that they “must ” be brought about by the medium.
To do this, however, he makes use of another artifice which
is somewhat common with him, that is, that when ho finds
his two propositions about the objective and subjective
minds are not sufficient to cover the ground, he in the
most artless way slides in what he calls a subsidiary
proposition In this case the “ subsidiary ” is as follows :
“The subjective mind, or entity, possesses physical power ;
that is, the power to make itself heard and felt, and to
move ponderable objects.” Now, on p. 29 it is asserted of
theobjective mind that “ it takes cognisance of the objective
world. Its media of observation are the five physical
Stases. It is the outgrowth of man’s physical necessities.
It is his guide in his struggle with his material environ
ment,” while of the subjective mind it is stated that “ it
tikes cognisance of its environment by means independent
of the physical senses. It perceives by intuition,” and so
on, as already quoted in a previous article. In fact, tho
objective mind has to do with the physical environment of
humanity, while the subjective has not. Nevertheless, in
spite of this, the author of this amazing book calmly
introduces a new proposition which he calls “ subsidiary,”
but which is in reality nothing but a contradiction of the
sjeond, but which second is strangely whittled down just
before the introduction of this new proposition into “the
subjective mind is constantly controlled by suggestion”; not
sword about any other of its assumed characteristics. This
k not quite complimentary to Mr. Hudson’s readers.
Of any “fact ” to support this assumption as to the sub
jective mind, not one is given. The phenomena are allowed,
•nd the spirits of the departed being “out of it,” according
to Mr. Hudson, why, of course, it must be the medium’s
•objective mind that does it all. Goodwin Sands and
Tenterden steeple once again !
The incipient student of mathematics in the days of his
tonoeeiice is apt to gloss over an uncomfortable hiatus in
"“reasoning With the phrase, “And it is clear.” This
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doos not deceive tho wary examiner. Tho corresponding
phrase, much affected by Mr. Hudson, is, “ it is well
known.” So wo find that “ it Ls well-known that anyone
can as readily obtain a communication from an imaginary
person as from a real ono, from a living person as from the
dead, providing tho medium does not happen to know the
facts.” Wo were of opinion that Mr. Stead’s experiences
wore unique. The explanation of the answers given by
mediums is also instructive. “ The subjective mind of the
medium, being controlled by suggestion, believes itself to
bo the spirit of any deceased person whose name is
suggested.” Thero is the, natural difficulty to be overcome
of no suggestion having been mule—the deceased person’s
name and personality not being known to the medium or
anyone present; but Mr. Hudson has a very short way with
this objection. He simply says he does not believe any
such case ever happened. “On the whole,” says he, “it
may be safely assumed that no medium has ever yet been
able to impart any information that is not known either to
the medium or to some living person with whom he is tn

rapport."
But of clap-trap logic there is no end. The following is
another specimen :—
We have the authority of the Spiritists themselves for formu
lating the proposition that the more completely the spirit of a
man is “ disengaged from material influence," the less power
he possesses to produce physical phenomena. This being true,
it follows that the converse of the proposition is true, namely,
that the more completely the spirit of a man is united to
material elements, the greater is his power to produce such
phenomena.
So we are, after all, right in saying that because every
man is an animal, therefore every animal is a man. The
converse may be true in the case cited, but it does not
follow from the direct proposition.
As to materialisation we find that “ it seems to be well
established,” a variant of “ it is well-known,” “ that some
persons have the power, not only to create phantasms per
ceptible to the objective senses of others, but to endow them
with a certain degree of intelligence and power.” It is
airily said that the Orientals call this the “ projection of
the astral body,” and seeing that all the mediums, witches,
Orientals, and others, go to sleep during the projection, and
that this is the hypnotic sleep, and that the hypnotic sleep
mixes up the subjective with the objective mind, why it
follows quite naturally that materialisations are the out
come of the medium’s subjective mind. It is curious to
note, though, that while on p. 286 it is stated that un
doubtedly “certain impalpable shapes, resembling persons
deceased, do from time to time appear to the living,” yet
these images are asserted on p. 289 to be sometimes
“even tangible.” There would appear to the ordinary
person some difference between the two kinds of phantasms,
a difference requiring explanation, but such trifles do not
trouble Mr. Hudson.
We have taken more notice of this book than it deserves,
because from the plausibility with which the argument
“ appears ” to be carried on, some people have thought that
the existence of disembodied intelligences who are able to
communicate with men still in the flesh has been disproved.
This has certainly not been done by Mr. Hudson. Never
theless, it must be understood that we are as yet only on
the threshold of knowledge as to the powers inherent, but
as yet undeveloped, in man. Many phenomena at one time
thought to be producible only by intelligence untrammelled
by an earthly body are undoubtedly nuw known to be
brought about by unexpected mental activities, but this is
a very different thing from asserting that all phenomena
are to be explained, oven provisionally, by means of an
empirical and ill-defined law.
How many actions, liko the Rhone, have two sources, tho
ono pure, tho othor impure.—Junes Harb.

LIGHT.
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THE NEW SUPERSTITION.
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In that artlvtaxl stylo which is part of its own supor- blessed words of “telepathy," “clairvoyance," and “
stitum. the “ National OlHorver," for July 22nd, treats of sciousuess " 1
Now, if the “National Observer” writer wou|,|
tho new interest in cKwult mutters :
while ago the heart was stirred by the tidings of a new give us a clear idea of what superstition really is Wl.
era drawing upon humanity- The sun of Modern Science rese understand him. But it would, doubtless, try the iOh^’
in n-wel splendour upon the «m!d. and the Children of Light and physical fibre of this “decadent" too much to tell
Juiled his advent with a chorus of prophetic triumph. They
4lfc.wered »'W'C •» h*4 beams of secret virtue, whereby tho
WIT OR HUMOUR—OR NEITHER ?
howvens slid the earth should bo made new. Tho mists of
tue.bMval ignorance .should vanish utterly, and the twilight
The “Daily Telegraph” makes “merryJI” over
I
wherein invigiiution hil loved to revel, peopling it with strange “Proceedings" of the Society for Psychical Research J |
and lovely f-'rms, be for over dispersisl. In tho clear radiance this light-hearted wav :—
of positive knowledge. Fancy (deceiving elf) and all her faery
Ghosts, or, to call them by their new scientific
num should find nor homo tier refuge. Tho reign of Reason .-iml
triiicu '-'i of the Critics! Meth xl wen- proclaimed with flotirish- “spooks," are nut exempt from injustice any more than
,,f le.irno l tru-ii:>.-:’. an I th-* sweet irrationality of Belief people who have not yet attained to that dignity. Then*,
was sternly taken from us. We bowed submissive to the iron number of the “ Proceedings ” of the Society for Psychic
Uwa of Evidence and Logie, and barricaded the gates of Horn Research contains a very glaring instance of spookical theft
and Ivory alike with the whole apparatus of n Positive On Sunday morning two psychicists noticed in church a sjxz.’t
Philosophy. Truth—naked, scientific, demonstrable Truth— making signs that he wished to communicate with them in g.
was throned high in tyrannic majesty above all the gods. Her evening, so after an early dinner the psych icists sat down at hi*',
and her alone were we to serve. The Ages of Faith were over : past six o'clock to the mpping-table, and had an interview wjy
tho Age of Science had dawned, and (ho old Python of him. He said he had been injured in a railway accident g I
Superstition was to meet a speedy and final doom by the shafts Loughborough Junction, and was lying in St. Thomas's Hosphi.
unconscious. Afterwards the, apparently, same Shade appat-;
e: the new Sun-God.
The time has come, and what of the event ? The Age of to them in a shite of some excitement, and partly by raps in;
Science is established in all its majesty. The outward and partly viva voce told them a tale of unparalleled villainy. “t
visible signs of its presence are patent everywhere beyond mis am the real man who was injured,” he cried ; “ this is nie.t;
take. The electric light converts our drawing-rooms into the not the other one. My body was entered into by another. • I
radiant similitude of gin-palaces. From the Board School to the am now bodiless. Do you not understand ? ” In other xonfi.
University our system of education has been remodelled. Our the spook explained that a second spook had stolen his body
girls' angers are brown with nitric acid, their lips eloquent with while he lay unconscious in the hospital, and that now when it,
the phrases of the handbook and the lecture room. Tho magic the real Simon, had recovered and wished to regain posses-.;;
catchwords of “development," “environment,” “differenti of his usual corporeal habitation he found himself coolly evict*;
ation " and the like are upon every tongue ; and whatever the He must either remain without a body, or conseut toacwp .
subject of your discourse you must sprinkle it plentifully there the position of a co-lodger with the other—a contingency whid |
with. on pain of being despised for an ignoramus or a reactionary. he seemed to think a great injustice. The Psycaix
These are signs unmistakable. The Age of Science is here, and Researchists were unable to help him in the matter. It seeswe are duly grateful tor its blessings. But what of the chief from the evidence of impartial rappists that many spooks»
blessing of all premised in its name : the extinction of Supersti irreclaimable liars, and often say exactly the opposite of <hr
tion I Is there anything to give us hope of this consummation ? they mean. Perhaps the Loughborough accident manbelonai i
Can any deny that superstition flourishes among us to-day to that class.
rn-'rc vigorously than ever ! It would seem indeed to have taken
Yes, some spooks are “ irreclaimable liars,” but ths
out a new lease of life. If the Old Superstition has disappeared they are the “ spooks ” of mortal men, not long gone over. I
it is only to be replaced by the New, and the exchange is scarce Some clay we may come across the “ spook ” of a news
for the better.
paper man, and then------ '
.
The article then goes on to talk about the credo quia
impowibile of Tertullian, as showing more real insight than
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
al! the positive philosophers, and says with some point, if
you rob man of “ Jonah’s whale, he will take unto himself [TAe Editor is not responsible for opinions expressed by correspnlrA
and sometimes publishes what he does not agree with for the rime
Madame Blavatsky's Mahatmas,” and then pleasantly
of presenting views that may elicit discussion.]
continues:—

Our attempt at scepticism has exhausted us, and wo have
ColLipsc l into the extreme of credulity. The charlatan is tho
here of the hour, and no absurdity is too absurd to be accepted,
provided only that it be varnished over with a coat of pseudo
scientific phraseology. The cast rag.s of science perform the
office performed in the old days by the cast rags of religion, but
the under-lying illusions remain the same. Hypnotism is but
witchcraft writ scientifically, with the unknown quantity called
by a different mme. “Devil" or “ethereal medium"—what
matters which you choose, so long as you are equally ignorant
of what it really is 1 There ia no informing magic in a name ;
nor by adding syllable to syllable can you increase knowledge,
though you may disguise your ignorance from the more ignorant.
Theosophy,Spiritualism, Palmistry, Phrenology, and all the other
acolytes of the New Superstition, arc wearily antique, despitetheir
affectation of scientific novelty ; and they who affect to bo most
“ advanced ” are ever the readiest to fall victims. You, my
dear madam, who pride yourself upon your emancipation from
antiquated prejudice, and laugh to scorn the simple maiden who
believes in the miracles of the New Testament, will accept with
reverential awe the messages delivered through a London coiling
from the sages of Thibet; will sit breathless, with changing
colour, as the fashionable cheiromanccr bonds over your hand in
my lady’s drawing-room. And you, my good sir, for all your
gravity and grey hairs, are you one whit less credulous than

An “Occult" Lexicon.

Sir,—Is it not desirable that a lexicon should be c.wMj
compiled giving precise definition of all terms connected wit:
Psychical, Occult, and Mystical Research ? A work of this st
would be of great use to students of Psychical phenomena:
I would suggest that its value would be enhanced if it had t
appendix, giving, separately, the well-weighed answers of a k*
competent writers to this question : Under what conditionsb»!
it be hold to be absolutely prored that any communication h
rap, writing, music, voice, or photography proceeds from
influenced by a spirit disincarnate I
J. Hawkins Snirsos.
Exoteric and Esoteric Catholicism.

Sir,—I am a priest of tho Catholic Church, and I affirm
the Divine Feminine is the esoteric teaching of the Church,I
no ono cun read her books of devotion without seeing it- •'
“ Catholic Born and Bred in Spain ” is perfectly right, and
also tell Mr. Burry that I have had it from high authority
the only reason the dogma of the “ Assumption of Our Lady ’
not defined is that it has never been impugned or seriously
troverted. The
r~' Divinity of Jesus and the Divinity of
I
1 oo.w’"at*
’urt I ’
must stand Or
or fall tnrrAtliAV
together. “
“-Tnsnoh
Joseph, ATm*v
Mary, nu.l
and Jesus
earthly reflection of tho Eternal Trinity of Father and
and the ever proceeding Christ, tho Holy Child.
A Catholic

July 29, 18M.]_
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Spiritualism in Mclbourno.

Sin,--For tho past two yo.irs I havo had “ Licirr ” sont to
mo, during which time I havo noted very little colonial news
therein, and knowing that you receive from Melbourne the
•‘Harbinger of Light,” which rarely contains local news, I
thought you would not bo displeased nt my writing you a few
linos concerning Spiritualism in Melbourne.
If you wore here you would pity thoso people culling them
selves Spiritists. In tho first place, there is no unity, and
secondly, out of a fairly large number of mediums wo have only
one in all Melbourne capable of conducting a trance and testsinuco.
Somo three weeks bock we had a visit from two Amorican
tricksters named Steen, who called Spiritualism, its Imliovors,
mediums, and all connected with it, pure and unadulterated
frauds. Tho Steens hogan by scattering .£1,000 clmllongos
bruulcast that no medium or artist could do anything but what
they could duplicate. A Mrs. Rising, tho only genuine trance
and test medium in Melbourne, took up tho challenge. Steen
then backed down to £20, and hedged that so about with condi
tions, sneers, and innuendoes that Mrs. Rising could not
possibly meet him, but offered to allow him to visit her private
circle, as you will see by tho lottors. We havo hero a male
so-called medium, and plenty of female ditto, yet not one came
to tho front to defend the cause, and Mrs. Rising was left to
stand alono, which has caused amongst investigators and
Spiritists a great feeling of distrust and unmingled contempt
for those who weekly advertise themselves as trance and test
mediums and yet had not sufficient faith in their powers to test
them in the cause of Spiritualism and truth.
I have taken the liberty of sending you, under separate
cover, cuttings from the “ Melbourne Evening Standard,” show
ing the correspondence concerning Steen’s challenge, by which
you will perceive that the great professor is anything but a
gentleman. I have also sent copies of the “ Prahran Tele
graph,” whose special is now giving his experiences amongst the
mediums of Melbourne. I will send you the paper until the
series of articles is finished. “ Light ” comes to me truly as a
gleam of sunshine through a thunder-cloud, and the pleasure
my friends and myself derive from its perusal is my apology for
thus troubling you.
Melbourne, June 5th, 1893.
W. J. Stocker.
[We have duly received the papers referred to, and are grateful
to our correspondent. Let us hope for better things in the
near future.—Ed. “Light.”]
Botany v. Theosophy.

Sir,—One of your correspondents pointed out recently the
absurdity of Madame Blavatsky’s theory concerning the pineal
gland, and her contemptuous disregard of anatomical facts.
Her “superior knowledge ” led her also to endorse triumphantly
t foolish statement by the missionary Hue concerning “the tree
of ten thousand images,” which grows in the land of the
Mahatmas, and bears, we are told, sacred texts ingrained in its
magic leaves.
Those who appreciate the efforts made by the Mahatmas to
spread such transcendent teachings in this benighted country,
might show their gratitude by presenting the Masters with
a few very elementary text-books of “ Western Science,” such
as “The Young Collector,” “ British Fungi and Lichens,” by E.
M. Holmes,F.L.S., F.R.M.S., and Peter Gray, A.B.S., where the
following passage is to be found, in the classification of lichens :—
“Tribe 16. Graphidei contains the genera: Xylographa,
Ptychographa, Lithographs, Platygrapha, Graphis, Glyphis,
etc., etc., many species of which bear a striking resemblance to
Hebrew or Chinese writing. Several are not uncommon in this
country ; one, a very handsome one (Graphis elegans), often
spreads its mystic characters over the smooth bark of the holly.
With us they grow mostly on the bark of trees. In hot climates,
like many other lichens, they are found on their leaves. It was
an epiphyllous species which struck with astonishment the
Lazarist monks, Hue and Gabet, who, in the record of their
journey to the capital of the Grand Lama, give a description of
« marvellous tree they encountered near the town of Koumboum,
in Tibet, denominated by tho natives ‘ the tree of ten thousand
images.’ ‘Our eyes,’say the travellers (on entering the en
closure in which it stands), * were directed with the utmost
curiosity to the leaves, and we were filled with an absolute con•ternation of astonishment at finding that, in point of fact, there
were upon the leaves, well-formed Tibotan characters, all of a
greon colour, some darker, some lighter than tho treo itself.'
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Naturally they at once uuHpoctcd a pious fraud on the part of tho
Buddhist Bonzes, but after a minute examination of every de
tail, they failed to discover ‘the least deception.’ And no
wonder, for the mysterious scroll was nature’s own handwriting,
being simply tho libolho of a loaf-borne lichen of the Graphidean
tribo.”
________
J. L.
Concerning Analogy and Proof.

Sin,—The article of “ O.C.M." in your issue of July 16th
deals with considerations which, in tho opinion of the writer,
demonstrate tho acceptability of the theory of Re-incarnation.
Usually tho only reaton given for such acceptation is that, if
wo accept provisionally this theory, it becomes demonstrated in
process of timo by our remembering our own re-incarnations.
Thetis to say, aftei’ tho mind has become enfeebled in this
direction by entertaining an improvable hypothesis (which it
ought nover to do), then it in in a fit state to have visions in
harmony therewith.
“ C.C.M.” appears to adopt a more reasonable method. He
wishes us to infer the reasonableness of re-incarnation by the
analogy of sleep and the diminished activity of vegetable life at
night and in winter. Now, no doubt, vegetable and animal life
do, in our ordinary experience, appear to require periods of rest;
but what is the general law governing these two kinds of
apparent rest ? Many think that the plant rests entirely in the
night; but evidence demonstrates that all its powers, except
those requiring light for their exercise, are as active in the
night as in the day ; and in winter, while most plants do not
actively show growth above ground, they do continue to grow so
far as their roots are concerned ; and it is reasonable to assume
that from these roots energy is conveyed to maintain what re
mains alive above ground.
Again, the same plants that apparently rest for four or five
months in the year in this country grow above ground during
tho whole year when transplanted to warmer climates. Mr.
Bessemer kept a greenhouse at an equable temperature, and
supplied it at night with the brilliant rays of the electric arc
light, and demonstrated, once for all, that active growth in plant
life could go on day and night and year after year without inter
mission, and without the slightest sign of evil effect from this
unresting activity. It is the darkness, apparently, that is the
cause of the very partial rest that plants take, not any necessity
in their natures requiring it.
There is very little analogy between the repose of man and
that of the vegetable kingdom. Man needs rest, and usually
rests his body at night, although he can, and frequently does,
rest in the daytime. His resting, like that of the plant, is not
absolutely dependent upon darkness for its cause. He can rest
at any time he needs to. Then he does not rest in the winter as
plants do here. The production of young plants does not take
place in the winter. Human beings are born all the year round,
and more often during the night than the day.
Then as to the rest at death. What becomes of the plant
when it dies ? We really do not know, however learnedly we
may talk of protoplasm and such terms that cast a shade over
our deep and almost all-pervading ignorance. If we knew that
the plant, after living an active life, say as a cauliflower, re-in
carnated the next time, say as a wild rose, then there would be
some slight analogy to depend on ; although even then we should
be troubled by the great differences as to resting between man
and the vegetable, which entirely defeat all attempts to discover
the general law underlying both.
When man rests in sleep the body, with its senses, is alone
inactive, and we wake to a consciousness of the same conditions
and circumstances that wo perceived before resting. At death
ave awake after a short period to another consciousness, in
nearly all respects differing from the old, requiring very little
rest, and certainly not requiring a long period of over a
thousand years of passivity. If we have learned anything
from spirit-communion it is that not one of the best observers
or seers has intimated that any of the departed urged the
necessity of continuous rest for themselves. Thore is entire
absence of proof or even respectable analogy on this point. If
it does anything, reasoning from analogy and the existence of
a universal law would lead us to the conclusion that, as the
body perishes after death, so must the soul and spirit; but we
know this is not the case.
No doubt there is some universal law that governs both this
and the realm of spirit, but we are far too ignorant of nature’s
laws to infer much by analogy concerning the state after death.
If there is any analogy helpful to us in this matter, it is that
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light.

thing of an emotional nature in theso statements. Science can
hardly demand absolute proof of immortality, such being im
possible from its very nature; wo cannot outlivo eternity.
The gaining of immortality must bo an etornal work, to my
thinking ; but that of annihilation cannot possibly be so, for
otherwise it could not happen ; and an eternity of evil I can
not conceive of, unless the orthodox Hell bo truo, which I can
not believe eithor. I think Paul stated a scientific fact, although
iucapablo of absolute proof from its vory nature, when he told
his Roman converts that “ the wages of sin”—as defined abovo
—"is death ” : death of the body, which scienco doos beliove in ;
and death also of the soul, if such thero be,and it persists in wil
fully doing that which is contrary to Divine Law ; hut, as Paul
also told them, “ the gift of God is eternal life ” to those who
live in obedience to His laws ; and this is my definition of
"absolute right and absolute wrong,” as far as I understand it ;
at the same time I doubt if there is such a thing as absolute
right and wrong for human beings in our present state. That
which a man believes to be right is absolute right to him at
that particular time, but should increase of knowledge cause
him to alter his opinion, it would be so no longer. Pau) said,
"Let every man be fully persuaded in his own mind.” That
chapter is full of wisdom, to my thinking.
T. L. Henly.
Of Some Misunderstandings.

Sir,—With the common intellectual attitude of the earnest
inquirer," What does Dr. So-and-So say ? ” in regard to obscure
subjects of discussion, I believe myself to be in intelligent
sympathy. When, for instance, an agnostic thinker on the
question of individual immortality seeks for help from the pub
lished thought of representative men—say of Tennyson or
Darwin, Whitman or Ingersoll, Spencer or Ruskin, Berkeley or
Hume, Emerson, Spinoza, Kant or Hegel, or any other of their
peers, ancient and modern, his action is natural, and may ulti
mate in great good.
But whether the inquirer may best attain the highest point
of spiritual view at the time accessible to him, directly' through
the golden gate of his own individuality, or by the avenues of
external authorities, is practically dependent on his own con
stitution and development—primarily, in respect of his own
faculties of perception and reception of truth, and, secondarily,
in regard to his powers of comprehension of the corresponding
faculties of other minds vested with “authority.” For, as the
varying complexion of faculty, with total environment, so, in a
general sense, is necessarily the possibility of comprehension
and utterance of truth.
Given a fairly typical mind, fairly self-knowing, and a
corresponding knowledge of any other mind, with like know
ledge of this mind’s total environment (education, experience,
circumstances, &c.), it would be as practicable to deduce its re
lations to fundamental truths in general as to work out a given
mechanical problem in the composition of forces. Of course
such hypothetical conditions are at present unrealisable, but, if
the validity of the reasoning be admitted, the direct way to
very practical issues is clear. As are the form and impression
ability of the mind (the entire intelligence), so will be, in a
general sense, the form of that mind’s thought.
Does not every kind of germ, every variety of living organism,
attract to itself from the seen and the unseen only that, in kind
and degree, which it can assimilate and build up into its own
being'! And is it rationally possible to conceive of the truthattracting-and-assimilating powers of the mind (loving intelli
gence) as under laws differing in kind ? It is as natural (and
right) for certain minds to be sceptical on some matters as for
others to cherish belief in the same.
Is the foregoing “mere assertion”? If so, then it would
likewise be mere assertion to aflirin that the less cannot compre
hend the greater, or that the greater includes the less. Now, as
in the time of the Greek sage, Solon, it is wholly true that the
fundamental essential to the seeker after truth is pointed to in
theaphoiism: “ Know thyself.” According to which principles
it comes that, for me, the teaching of Mrs. Besant is peculiarly
disqualified.
Coming to differences between ourselves, I repeat your
question : " How do I know that the same principles of attraction
»nd association govern all attachments everywhere ? ” Simply
through healthy use of normal faculties—just as I know anything
else, and as indicated by our valued “ C.C.M.”in his last excel
lent article " Concerning Analogy and Proof.”
But let mo remark that your objection, “ assertion again,”
*»s anticipated. Also allow me to remind you that I said, “/or
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nip pari it is as easy to understand tho ono special order of
attachments as tho others." Perceiving tho opening for a charge
of “more assertion,” and finding myself obliged to risk the
imputation, or oxtend my letter far beyond tho regulation
limits, 1 choso tho horn of tho dilemma on which I am comfort
ably seated.
It is with satisfaction I read that “ what was intended by tho
note was that attachments which aro made apparont hero aro
the presentations, under prosont conditions, of some affinities
existent in anterior states.” As you add, that “does not
necessitate, nor does it deny Re-incarnation"— but it should
mean something thinkable. If, thou, thoso affinities existent
in anterior states uro not ‘1 tho Egos wo have loved in past
earth-lives and dwelt with in Devaohan," whut, may I ask, aro
they concoived to havo boen or be ?
Moreover, if “ thero come welling up out of an indefinite
past to some hazy recollections of things lost which are being
partially restored, and these come neither from Devachan nor
the Higher Self,” could they not be, if imperfectly, represented
in thought? If these things enter consciousness at all, it does
seem that they must be susceptible of some kind of intelligible
presentation ; and if they are too hazy for this, how is it known
what they are and whence they come or do not come ?
“ To ask for more light on such a subject is to ask for
illumination where none can be given,” you say—but why ? Is
it because there is no illuminant, nothing real to illuminate, or
no objective percipient ? Let us, if possible, see clearly, and at
all costs speak plainly.
In conclusion, may I inquire how you positively know that
to make such a request as the above is ‘ ‘ to demand the per
fection that comes through suffering without experiencing the
pain ” ? Is not that something very like “mere assertion” ?
In thus replying to your notes on my former letter, pray
believe me that my motive is untainted of mere personality, but
is simply from lovo of Light or Truth.
W. B. P.
[If one thing has been insisted on more than another in ‘ ‘ Light, ”
it is that “ intuition ” is one of the most important ways
in which knowledge can be imparted. We cannot teach our
correspondent howto get at this intuition. “Perfection
through suffering ” is the motto of all those who wish to
attain to the higher life. This, so far, our correspondent
does not seem to understand.—Ed. “ Light."]
Exoteric and Esoteric Catholicism.

Sir,—When I read the letter of “ Y. Z.” under this heading
in the issue of June 24th last, it appeared to me, as I stated in
my last letter, published in the issue of J uly 8th, that he was
making an effort to deceive tho readers of “ Light ” as to matters
of fact. I read (and in my opinion justly read) between the
lines of “ Y. Z.’s” letter : (1) That there was an esoteric side of
the Roman Catholic Church, into which candidates were
initiated. (2) That the Roman Catholic Church (not only the
esoteric section but the uninitiated also) holds, and has always
held, that the Blessed Virgin represents the Motherhood of God.
(3) That these things to a Roman “ Catholic seem so natural as to
require no explanation.”
Under the impression that these were distinct untruths, and
a deliberate attempt to represent, to thoso who knew no better,
that the Church of Rome had ever kept alive the gnostic teach
ings concerning religion (where “ Y. Z.” himself seems to admit
that these spiritual truths of religion are alone to be found) by
means of a circle of initiates of Romanism ; in fact, that the
ecclesiastical body which before all others has gained disgrace
by its persecutions of heretics, has nevertheless strenuously
preserved in a secret organisation of initiates the truths held by
the very heretics she was murdering ; and further, that the
existence of this secrot circle, and some general idea of its
doctrines, were known outside, and seemed “ so natural as
to require no explanation”; I took steps to verify theso
assertions.
To which end I consulted some of my friends who belong
to the Roman Church, but without success. I then decided
to apply to the highest authority I could get at, and wrote to
Cardinal Vaughan, Archbishop of Westminster, putting two
points before him, and informing him that they sprang out of
a controversy, and I might want to print his answer. The points
were: (a) “ Is it true that there is an esoteric side of the teachings
of the Roman Catholic Church? ” and “ (!») Is it true that the
Church holds, and has ever held, that the Blessed Virgin repre
sents the Motherhood of God ? ”
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LIGHT.

Tho following is a copy of tho Cardinal's answer:—
Aiicuuisiior's House, Westminstsb, S.W.

Sib,—“ Y.Z.” cannot

Juno 2l>Lh, 189.3.
boon instruoted Catholio; probably ho is not

ono at all.
Tho Catholic Churoh has no csotcrio dootrino. Her wholo teaching
is accessible to all the world in her published books ; and there are no
private books, anil no private teaching.
Tho Blessed Virgin is tho Mother of God, but she is not a Deity,
nor part of a Deity : she is a pure creature, and tho notion of a
feminine nature in God is simply Asiatic, and foreign to the teaching
of tho Catholic Chinch. — Yours,

____

July 29, I8fi,3.

tho spirit of a man nnd tho spirit of a woman. Theosophiste jn
thoir doctrine of re-incarnation rocogniso this fact.
Tho Church, bolioving in tho rosurroetion of the body wit;,
all that this dogma imports and implies, holds, that men will
remain men, and womon will romain womon, everlastingly, fot
human beings are spirits “ olothed upon,” and are not pun.
intelligences, as aro tho angels, who belong, according t<,
Catholic teaching, to a creation anterior to ours, and whonro
consequently neither masculine nor feminine; but, bright, burn
ing, exalted intellectual ontitios ; and, albeit creatures, solely
spiritual existences,
_______________
“Vriia.”

Heiuikrt Carp. Vaughan.
SOCIETY WORK.
In “Light” for July 8th, I challenged “ Y .Z.” to sub
stantiate his statements, and that challenge he has, in his [Correspondents who send ns notices of the work of the Societies with whidi
letter of July 22nd, carefully avoided. I can only presume
they are associated will oblige by writing as distinctly as potiiUe
anil by appending their signatures to their communications. Inti,
that my formor opinion of them is true, and being backed up
tention to these requirements often oompels us to reject their contriin them by tho above-mentioned authority, I think I am
buttons. No notice received later than the first cost on Tuesday n
sure
of admission.]
justified in believing “Y. Z." is guilty of misrepresentation, to
use no stronger term.
The Stratford Society of Spiritualists, Woukmas'k
In answer to certain points in “ Y. Z.’s ” letters, and in Hall, West Ham:lane, Stratford, E.--Meetings each Bunday
that of “A Catholic Born and Bred in Spain,” in “Light” for at 7 p.m. Speaker for July 30th, Mr. J. Veitch.—J. Rainbow,
July loth, I may as well state that while I do not admit of Hon. Secretary.
the existence of an esoteric side of Romanism, or of any other
South London Spiritualists’ Society, 311, Camberwell
Christian sect that has crystallised into an ecclesiastical systom, New-road, S.E.—We are pleased to record good attendances
I do most strongly hold and believe in the esoteric aspect of at our meetings, and tho efficient sustaining of the work by our
the religion of Christ (the Anointod) as the common basis of own members. Next Sunday, stance, 11.30 a.m. ; Spiritual
gathering, 7 p.m. Wednesday, Inquirers' meeting, 8.30 p.m.—
all true religion, no matter whethor it is called Buddhism, Charles M. Payne.
Brahrainism, Islamism, or Paganism. But all this is entirely
Forest Hill, 23, Devonshire-road.—On Thursday last Mr.
beside the point which I raise, which is, that a falso claim is Lucas, assisted by Mrs. Collins and friends, carried out a lengthy
put forward on behalf of the Church of Rome, to which she, and excellent programme of sacred and secular music. A vote
of all others, has the least right, namely, that sho ha.s pre of thanks was afterwards passed to Mr. Lucas and Mrs. Collins
served the gnosis, whereas the truth is that she has been, and for coming forward in this way' to brighten the Forest Hill
society by these musical entertainments. Sunday next, Mr.
ever is, its bitterest opponent and persecutor.
Dale at 7 p.m.; Thursday,circle at 8.30 p.m.—J. B., Secretary.
In my last letter you misspelled my name, which is—
14, Orchard-road, Askew-road, Shepherd s Bush, W.—
Henry Burry.
On Sunday last Mr. Norton’s guides discoursed upon our great
[We do not agree with our correspondent that “Y.Z.” has Exemplar’s charge to his disciples, “Love ye one another,”
I which was listened to with profound attention. Mrs. Mason's
acted in bad faith. “ Y.Z. ” is evidently assuming as a fact guides gave us advice upon diet and health. Clairvoyance,
what he believes to be true, though possibly without any all descriptions being recognised. Next Sunday at 7 p.m., open
sufficient grounds for doing so.—Ed. “ Light.”]
circle; Tuesday at 8 p.m., stance, Mrs. Mason.—J. H. B.,
I Hon. Secretary.
Spiritual Hall, 86. High-street, Marylebone, W.~
Sir, —Will you permit a Catholic deeply interested in all that
On Sunday evening last, July 23rd, there was a crowded
relates to Mysticism, to ask your correspondent “Y.Z.” who audience to hear Mr. J. J. Morse on “ Heaven as it was, is, anil
and what are the persons whom he designates “ the initiates of the will be.” A very fine discourse, requiring a verbatim report to
Catholic Church,” and into what he supposes them to be initiated ? convey any idea of the masterly way in which the subject was
That there is anything of the nature of “secret doctrine,” or handled. Such addresses must be heard to be appreciated.
any hidden method of initiation into mysteries in the Catholic Next Sunday evening at 7 p.m., Mrs. Treadwell, “Progression
Church, will be denied, not only by every priest, whether of the of the Soul.”—H.R.
The Spiritualists’ International Corresponding Society.
regular or of the secular clergy, but by every properly in
—Information and assistance given to inquirers into Spiritualism.
structed lay person. So extraordinary, indeed, docs such a Literature on the subject and list of members will be sent on
statement sound to Catholic ears, that one cannot but conclude receipt of stamped envelope by any of the following International
that “ Y.Z.” is theorising as to what he deems and dreams to be Committee :—-America, Mrs. M. R. Palmer,3101, North Broad
Catholicity, without knowledge of the most ordinary and street, Philadelphia; Australia, Mr. J. Webster, 5,Peckville-street
elementary facts. All tho literature of Mysticism, all records of North, Melbourne ; France, P. G. Leymarie, l,Ruc Chabanais,
supernatural events and lives, lie open to public perusal, Paris; Germany, E. Schlochauer, 1, Monbijou-place, Berlin,
N.; Holland, F. W. II. Van Straaten, Apeldoorn, Middellaan,
and may be studied by anyone. That those alone to 682; India, Mr. T. Hatton, State Cotton Mills, Barooda;
whom they appeal, and who are by education and New Zealand, Mr. Graham, Huntley, Waikato; Sweden, B.
by
intuition, capable of comprehending them, can Fortenson, Ade, Christiania ; Russia, Etienne. Geispitz Grande,
enter into their most interior and deepest significance, is Belozerski, No. 7, Lod. 6, St. Petersburg ; England, J. Allen,
inevitable, and the profound words: “He that is able to Hon. Sec., 14, Berkley-terrace, White Post-lane, Manor Park,
receive it, let him receive it,” are pre-eminently applicable to Essex ; or, W. C. Robson, French correspondent, 106, Rye
Hill, Newcastle-on-Tyne.—The Manor Park branch will bold the
this question; but that there is any “inner circle,” or that following meetings at 14, Berkley-terrace, White Post-lane,
there is any prohibitory line drawn by authority, is not only a Manor Park:—The last Sunday in each month, at 7 p.m., recep
false and unfounded suggestion, but one absolutely in opposition tion for inquirers. Also each Friday, at 8 p.m. prompt, for
to the fact, of which all Catholics are cognisant, that every kind Spiritualists only, the study of Spiritualism. And at 1, Winifredof secret society is sternly and strongly forbidden by the Church, road, Manor Park, the first Sunday in each month, at 7 p.m.,
reception for inquirers. -Also each Tuesday, at 7.30 p.m., in
and that any Catholic, be he priest or layman, joining any such quirers’ meeting.—J. A.
k aociety virtually excommunicates himself.
“ Y.Z.” says that “ tlm Catholic Church has ever held that
The blossom cannot tell what becomes of its odour, and no
■ the Blessed Virgin represents the Motherhood of God ”—astate- man can tell what becomes of his influence and example, that
I ment which Catholicswould find somewhat strange and bewilder roll away from him and go beyond his ken on their perilous
mission.—Beecher.
ingNothing, surely, need be lost even if some part of what
The Church proclaims, that Mary is God’s ideal of human
might seem immediate converse with a soul known and dear
Motherhood, and therefore essentially “ the Woman,’’ and “ the should prove rather to be a faint, a confused, a grotesque
Mother. ” It is also certain, that all that is good and beautiful intimation that somewhat within us also is an integral element
in any creature, exists primarily in God ; and also, that He fre in the Source and Sum of Things. No communion of finite with
quently compares His Divine love to tho yearning tenderness of finite soul can be like the communion of finite soul with
a mother. Nevertheless, the Catholic Church teaches that God Infinite ;—“ the flight of the One to the One.” No otherknoir
ledge can be like the knowledge that not far from every one'’!
ill His uncreated Divinity is a pure Spirit, and as such it is not us is that indwelling and limitless Spirit which—as one of these
in accordance with Catholic theology to say that there is “a strangely-written messages themselves has phrased it—“i»»*
feminine nature in God. ” Even created spirits, are, as spirits, once thine innermost Self and thine ever unattainable Desire.
free from the element of sex, and there is no difference between —F. W. H. Myers.

